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When entering in play through the inside
lanes by moving there or just staying, he
looks for making penetrating passes to his
teammate into space. His agility to play 1-2
touches and dominate different types of
hitting the ball stands out in order to
provide a possible good reception for his
partner.

He can help build-up from the back,
support it or become an option of pass in
tight spaces or numbers down. His
technical capacity allows him enter in play
and find out solutions without time and
space. Additionally, he tends to turn
around and manage the tempo to decide
well.

Once he position himself near to the rival’s
box (specially after driving the ball forward
or participating on the associating
process), his vision of play to give the last
past stands out. He identifies gaps in
between the defenders to receive or pass.
Also, he attracts rival’s when driving it
forward to open spaces for his partner
and then attack it. He is sometimes
unpredictable when making decisions.

OFFENSIVE PASSES TECHNICAL CAPACITY VISION OF PLAY



Besides his recovered distances, he has a
great medium and long rate shot. His shot’s
potency and technique are sharp and
useful for set pieces. It’s important to say
that his reading and interpretation of
offensive situations stand out to know how
and when moving into the box to pick up a
shot. He shows an awesome mechanic
(stability and agility to hit the ball).

He has good principles of acceleration
and deceleration when running. It allows
him to switch directions and speed up to
avoid rivales and make inside or outside
diagonal runs. Also, he truly understands
how to attract players to put teammates
free.

His composure and confidence to make
decisions are notable. His gestures are
smooth. He frequently look up and
leverages the rival’s back to pass into
space. In addition, he can play on the side
(sometimes he plays as a wingback) and
find out teammates inside or in between
lines.

LONG RANGE SHOTS OFFENSIVE 1V1 REACTION UNDER PRESSURE
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